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~u~= of Prdrond hbtomy on Swial
kteraction in a MoAey Group

EUGENE B. BRODY, M.D., and H. ENGER ROSVOLD, Ph.D.

F~EMAN AND wA~s (4), Mett~er
(15), and G-blatt [5), have reiterated the
~Phasis of earher observers (3, 8, 16, =)$ on
& significance of social factors determining
* outcome of prefrontal lobotomy in psy-
chotic patienw The relative importance of the
lndi=t &ectS of changed interpersonal rela-
tinshi~ and of the direct effects of the sur-

E
has not yet, however, been ascertained.
pl~ human groups do not lend them-

dves to the e~rimerstal manipulations nec-
essaryto &&e the significant social variables
tiuencing the patient. The presence of cd-
A factors and the use of symbolic processes
further obscure the problem. A monkey
+y, on the other hand, with its relatively
simple and a t social interaction uncom-
- by =d and symbobc factors, ~
*an opportunity for more direct uamina-
ti of the influence of prefrontal lobotomy on
the individua~s relation to his social Pup.

The social relationships in infrahuman
~ps have been well described. Hamilton
(6), Kempf (9), and Tinklepaugh (x7) dis-
cussedthe role of sexual behavior in estabtish-
~ng a dominance hierarchy. Averdes (I),
Har)ow and Yudin (7), Zuckerman (21),,
\las]ow (10, 1I, 12, 13), MaSlow and Hanz-
bum (14), and Warden and Gait (xg) de-
ti~ in de~il the development of an order
~ dofinance in monkq groups. meir studies

Indicate that the social structuIe of a primate
&y is a rigid ~d powerful force in de

h&e
?

ent d P@k~ and bbomtosy
d Pb~~, de ufiv~~, N- Ha-, ~.

&ted at &M~n P+~tic Wety,
- M- A+ 28, 1951.

~ -k w mpported by a gmnt f- he
‘-’ -mtion, Gnmct V~z33m &-
tiMy~h.J&F.Mmdm.F. C
u

w

terminin the social behavior of individual
animals. L e relative status of its members is
determined early in the life of the group and
the direction of aggression, primacy of food
getting and submission in ~01 behavior is
related to each individuals position in the
social hierarchy.

That such well debed behavior patterns
might be aEected by damage to the frontal
lobes was considered by previous workers.
Bianchi (2), Warden and Gait (19), and
Ward (18) reported conflicting results from
their observations of the effects of insult to the
frontal lobes on social behavior of-monkeys.
None of these investigam, however, studied
a large group of atsimals over a long @od of
time both before and after frontal lobotomy
specifically to determine the eSect of the oper-
ation on the social dynamics of the group. The
aim of the present investigation was first, to
aefine changes in the social behavior of indi-
vidual members of a monkey group after ~
frontal lobotomy and the consequences of
these changes in other group members. Scr-
ond, to discover whether or not there occurred
changes in the social organization and behavior
of the group as a whole following chmges in
the behavior of its constituent members.

EqefimM P-dwe

~
Six young adult rhesus monkefi 4 female

and 2 mde ranging in weight from 3.5
Kg. to 4.5 Kg. were housed together in a
large cage 8’ X 6’ X 12’. Durin a week the

fsmnawd Iabomtory diet indu ed bananas,
peanu% onio~ pota~ oran~ b=d, ~d
monkey biscui~ This was thrown into the
cage w~e the _ were being o~ed.
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sl-
One of us O= the group for one hour

Mng the &iIy feeding situation, the other
~ one hour after 20 houm of food depriva-
ti, Peridally the obsewers exchanged
~ of observation. ~ary records were kept
~ pu behavior, especially that demon-

{~ting ~nancq a-on, avoidance, and
wbtnission. Fd was frqumdy offered to
oos or another of ~e animals, placed inbady
um.de @~ns or beween two monkeys
of the VUP, or ~~held for 48 hours to
ti-fy Social int-tion.

Nter the
E

up structure had been d&-
tidy estabh 3 outgroup rnonk~ I a

a7

Operation I

A refrontal lo~tomy limited to frontal
fgranu ar cortex was performed on ~ of the

animals.* Under sodium amytal anesthesia an
osteoplastic Fulton full calvarium flap was
refl=ted on the left temporal muscle through
a tinear intision extending from one temple
over the vertex ~ the otha. The dura was
opened in a linear fashion, exposin the entire

ifrontal lobe back to the central sure. An
incision was made between the limbs of the

.arcuate SUICUSand the bulbs of the SUICUS
principatis on the left, the incision Wing about
2 cm. long A brain spatula was inserted and
manipulated so as to sever * fibers extending

~---.----- --------- ---~

Win induced es- were introduced into
& group at di~erent times for periods of 72
k each to provoke activity in the group as
a whole in rektion to new social stimuli. An
titiond aim was w observe the relation of,
ia~p status to the response to the stranger.

%-g 3 months of oktion 2 ani-
ti w= subjected to prefrond lobotomy.
.- @ was operated on 3 months
~-. Mng the 3 weeks a~owed for recovery
~ the - were housed individua~y. The
&y was then ~ed and the anim& ob,
- daily & 7 month, TWO~sures were
*m-a-mlm*ceEmd -~
& mlony fm SUK . Once bek the first

P* ~tion~ an once after, the colony was
%ded md later restd In these in-
- * wd as upon the introduction of
-p~itithe~of~did
- &&.

- =, m 5, Igsa

dorssdly and medidy, to the cortex and then
ventrally to the level of the SUICUSprincipals.
A similar incision was made just below the
SUICUSprincipals and the spamla inserted and
moved to the floor of the skull and ktedly as ~
far as the cortex. ~th incisions were then
extended until they met. The fine of the in-
cision was then irrigated carefully and the
same procedure repea@ on the right side.
No undue amount of bleeding ensued. The
dura was dosed. The bone hp was then re-
placed, the muscle sutured with interrupted
silk technic, the scalp sutured in the same way
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a LOBOTOMY IN MACACA MVLATTA

~uons all were intended to enter the brain at
& same pke and sever the same fibem

Figure I shows schematically the extent of
the lesion as pknned. Histol@cal examina-
tion of the brains is now in process. That func-
tional prefrontal lobotomies were achieved is
wrified by the deficis in delayed response and
~Yed alternation which have been demon-
strated in each animal when tested in the year
following operation.

As a control for the operation those mon-
keys not o~rat~ upn were caught, an=
thetid, had their heads shaved, and were
isolated in the same way as the lobotomid
Srti*

- Resdti

Socisd StrUctUm of fie Group Estabkh-
ment of tie Memhy

Within a few days after the introduction
of the 6 monkeys into the community cage a
ck+ut _ structure be an developing on

tthe basis of dominart=u mission relation-
ship ~minance was expressed by primacy
in food gettin& and by aggressive behavior
including #aring growtin~ chasing, b]tin~
and makin threatening motions of the head

1and body. ggression was common to all mem-
bers of the ~up. It was an expression of
dominance only in that it was directed down-
ward in the hierarchy. Submission. was *-

=e~avoidartce
.marily in terms of av~idance. This

of the person of uppr
status animals, of preferred territory within
the cage, and of situations likely .to provoke
attack. The single situation in which a low-
status animal was most likely to be attacked
was during feeding. Thus a lower~tatus ani-
mal rarely exhibited primacy in fd gettin~
wascautious in obtaining food, and often car-
ried it off to a safer place to eat. Behavior such
as starde reaction, cringin~ hidln~ and hap
harard running also occasiona~y character-
ized the low-hierarchy members. The socird
hierarchy which devdoped is portrayed k
Fig. 2.

The time requid for each individual mon-
~ to find its niche in this social structure
tied. ~ a 3.5 Kg. female assumed the

most dominant position on the first day, at-
1

tacking any other animal with rare retaliation,
and attacking other monkeys taking their fmd
even though she did not eatit. She might then
abandon this food and chase and bite still an-
other animal.

Heal, a 3.0 Kg. female, the second animal
in order of dominance, continued to struggle
for primacy for five days, but always retreated
when attacked by No. I:*

Lefty, a 3.6 Kg. female, was not definitely
estabhshed as third in the hierarchy for a~
proximately z weeks, although some dc~ec of
instability remained for a short time longer in
that she occasionally displayed momentary
aggression toward No. 2, and did not show
as marked avoidance responses to No. z as to
No. x. Her No. 3 status was clearly demon-
strated 16 days after the group was formed
when she was the subjtit df a flurry of attacks,
being bitten, chased, and gabbed around the
head by No. 2. This attack was initiated by
her attempts to get food before No, 2.

Rigkty, a 4.0 Kg. male, was No. 4 in the
dominance hierarchy. He attacked No. 3 on
several occasions during the first xo days in
the cage, but she rdways retaliated. He always
retreated upon either a primary attack or re-
taliation from her.

Alfred, No. 5 in the hierarchy, was a 4.5 Kg.
male, the largest animal in the group On the
first day he was aggressive, wxually active,
and dominant in getting food, but he was
quickly pushed down. By the fourth day No. 4
was attacking him frequendy, demonstrated
relative primacy in food getting, and drove
him awa from preferred locations. After a

Jtime f thrown to Alfred became a signal
for No. 4 to glare at him, with Alfred then
abandoning the food and crin@ng. This later
reached the point where when the experi-
menter gestured toward him with a bit of food
or a banana, he looked at No. ~ cringed, and

● ~e assimd numk &i~ate &e ordm in &e
oti~d dosnim= him~y. ~C same n~~=
are - after lobtotny even &ouglI &e animals’
order may ~q Were an ordinal is A it
desiptes & oda at hat rime. For ~ple,
“Nak 5 is ~ -~ indiate d]at an ati

ti#y ~ M$bpk M dropd $05*.

~sowmc *X-
,,,.

,<-
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@ ~ter 8 days he spent much of his time
@ng or sitting alone in a corner. He ex-
~~ted hoarding behavior when a great deal
d @ was thm~ in, but by the middle of
~ third week&shad disa peared and when

f@~ thrown in he avoi edit and hid. He
& -ted wk there was other aggressive
~tiq in the cage: for example aawling

the group. ~u~ during the course of any
general aggressive activity within the age she
was sure to be bitten by one or more of those
involved. She was attacked by Nos. 4 and 5
more ~uendy than by the othem Within
a week it was definitely ~tabhshed that in
food &ttin she was a scavenger, that she was

ttimi~ avoi ‘ng au other monk+ and seemed

n ●

BACK ?

-.

....

~der the radiator when No. z shrieked after
having been bitten by No. I.

me low~t and sixth position in the hier-
=hy w= ~upied by Wizn, a 3.0 Q.
fda From the first day she showed aggres-
sion only by growling toward monkeys in
=by CS=, and on no ~tion was ever
&ed in aggressive behavior toward any of
her cagetnates. By the fifth day she had been
tied by evq other monkey without re-
hktin~ and had become the “scapegoat” for

~~ m, m. 5, Ig52

to relate more closely to the human observers
than to her fallows.

Soeid Zntermh Within the Group

~e gend pattern of interaction within
the group has been indicated above. In spite
of masiond variabihty the social or ani=tion
was relativel rigid, and once it

L
%ad been

estabhshed ere were no changes in status
during the preoperative period.

Aggression was always dovvn~=d, = !ndi-

.
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410 LOBOTOMY IN MA CACA MU LATTA

~ted in F]g. 2. Such downw-ard aggression
~ intensified by introducing frustrations,

!
~ch as tauntin an animal with a hnana and
finally withhol ing i~ Such, a situation pre
&ctably resulted in a violent attack by the
~unted animal upon one or more lower status
tidividuah, and would occasionally result in
~‘chain r~ction” in which the aggression was
~nsmittd from one to the other in a down-
ward di=tion, for exampk from No. I to
, to 5. Such a “chain” phenomenon was fr~
quently okrvd when aggressive behavior
was initiated by other stimuh. Downward
●&sP]acement” of aggression, associated with
the inabihty of a lower status animal to r~
taliate agtinst his higher status attacker, was
the mat profinmt md crm~ant characteristic
of interaction within the group.

&nerd aggr*ve behavior was stimulated
by preferential treatment of low-hierarchy
members by the experiment% or occasion-
ally by food takin by a hatatus anima~

LFor examplq han .
%

a banana to No. 6
stimubted an attack y 3 upon 4. Another
illustration: when No. 6 was fed peanuts from
b experimenter’s hand she was attacked by
,\’o.3 who chased her, chwed her, and Hed

Kher hair. ~is stimulated an attack by 0.4
upon No. 5, and No. 3 was then attacked
violently by No. 2. fiept for attacks by the
top mid on dl the others, and by dl upon
the bottom scapegoat, the most titense and
f~uent attacks were upon victims immedi-
atelyHow the status position of the attacker.

The phenomenon of contagion or gen-
eralization of aggression or fear was observed
on many ~sio~ wjthout obvious cause. For
ampl~ Head (No. 2) upon approaching the
front of the cage was violently attacked by
kk (No. x). She shrieked loudy. Wlen
this happened Abed (No. 5) crawl@ under
the radiator and ~fty (No. 3) bridy attacked
\~i~ (No. 6). ~u~ ~~ ~.m~ ~c~
~ his own way: the submissive No. 5 hi~
and the more aggressive No. 3 attacked the
--t NO. 6.

R-s ~ z~~odw~ of

~gmp Moss~s

b no occasion did any of the outgroupers

. .

fit into the structure of the ingroup In two
instance he was rapidy beaten into a position
subordinate to all ingroup members, and in
the third assumed complete dominance over
the entire cage.

~e fimt outgrouper, a normal 4.0 Kg. male,
was introduced one month after the group had
been formed. me most striking fenture of the
group response was that the most dominant
animal ignored him, while the bottom animal
who in the past had shown hostility only tm
ward monkeys in other cages, acted as pro
voker, and was most active, screaming and
nipping at him. No. 2, the noisiest and most
curious of the ingroupers, first investigated
but did not follow him when hc retreated
until No. 6 initiated the attack. No. 4 then
pined. In a few minutes the outgrouper had
ceased any kind of resistance, was bleeding
and cowering in a comer with his back to the
cage interior, and was compktely wresponsive
to the attacks of ot@ even when Head
chewed his tail. At this @nt No. s. who had
become increasingly e;cited, gro~hng and
mounting No. x, attack~ biting him savagely
around the loins. On the next day the out-
grouper behaved skittishly and watchfdly,
staying away from the group high up on the
cage sides Nos. 4, f, ~d 6 * activelY
aggressive toward him. He was not observed
to eat at anv time before his removal from the
&ge on the’third day.

me respon= to the next outgrouper, a 4.0
K% lobtomized rode, was very similar to that
already described. Again No. 6 and eventually
No. 5 were aggressive, and the others at-

1

tacked him and took food awav from him.
Although he was definitely su~ued he re-
tr=ted less than the preceding outgrouper
with an intact brain, and kept coming back
for more punishment. He also was occasion-
ally able to keep food long enough to eat it,
although on the end day his taking food
was the siwal for a concefi~ ZOW1 by the
entire in~up, and any moveme-nt at afi was
the signal for some growls, especially from
No. 6. d

me third outgrou~. was a 6.5 Kg. female 4!;

in induced estrus, who was introduced one
week later. She was considerably he~vier than

1
=aOWW~C M~X-,.

i
‘4
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i

~nw & the in~~~t and by the third day
~ to have the entire cage terrorized,
,,SL the top ingmu~r, to the least degree.
%6, the ~a~~at~ ‘reed ‘o b‘~ ‘Fial
~ and she, kke the ~he= exce~ B=k,
~teatcd upon so much as a look from her.

~bvior FoUowkg Prefron@ hhotomy
~vidud pti~ R~pm

w No. I, and Afred, No. 5, were oper-
~ on within a short time of each other in
~ber, 1949, md Wia, No. 6, was oper-

had been before. Both showed increased-motor
activity, and exhibited increased food-getting
attempts, sometimes snatching food from
under the noses of higher status m~mkcys.
They exhibited a dareased resp)nse to the
threats of others, and showed transient aggres-
sive behavior against the animals immediately ,
above them in the dominance hicrarci~y A1-
frds (No. 5) behavior was most striking
in this respect. His crin@ng, submissive be-
havior disap~ared and he attacked ~ghty
(No. 4) several times on the first day he was

I
s*ti & =- aw~ -1A•J Chnge

-1A•¼•[•Œ+A•,+A•HÁˆI ~ vs. Wkn (No. 6) U&ngsd. No significant
(* 1949) (-p “%pegoat”) F~ .

.r&
&ange.

.

M’ 5
(e IW9)

I
I

~:
6

asst. 1950)
1~ VS.Righty (No. 5) Unstable. Inithtion of chatter-

(doaest irt hierstrehy) Incread food ge~
f

in , grimacing,
ting and snat&- an more “normal
ing at~pts. macaque behavior.

heased mponse
tothreatsofothers. .

ated in the latter half of January, 1950. The
tnapr changes irs the individual behavior of
the three lo~tofi animals are indicated

m Table x.
Back, the top animal in the social himirchy,

* the least marked change after opera-
sion.Hm level of motor activity was increased
and she @d & aflve attention to
~~ren, he group wa goat than prior to
w
P

r. She remained e most dominant ani-
, retain~ h= prim~ ~ food ~ttin~ and

- no new patterns of response to the

~ behatim & &e two low~tatus anim~
= de6niteIY ~ent after hbotomy than it

= m, m. 5, zg52

returned to the cage. Within two days it was
apparent that a reversal in their relationship
had tiurred. He also attacked No. 3 on sev-
eral =asions during the first week and did
not withdraw when No. 2 growled at him.
By the time Wizen (No. 6) was operated on
the number 5 position was occupied by Righty.
She was obsetied to attack him on at least one
-asion at the end of the first week after
return to the cage, and judging from hls be-
havior may well have done so at other times
when she was not obse=d. This was espe-
cially striking since she had never before been
seen to exhibit any aggression toward her
~gemat~ In additio”n, she showed fewer.
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412 LOBOTOMY IN MA CACA MU LATTA

amid avoi~nce r=~n=~ and SbOWed the
~CUS chara~ristic chattering and grimac-
~g which had not been observed in her prior
w sur~

~ Intermtti Following b&otmy

fie primary behavior change in the indi-

tidu~ monkey b]]oting ]obotomy was the
~ginning of a chain of events returning to
impinge upon Mm, and in turn stimulating
~rn to new behatim. It is possible to analye
& ~ial interaction with regard to all of the
~blnations that might tiur: one animal

to the number four position. Hc in turn then
displayed intensified “=ondary” ag~ressi~n
against the two lower+tatus animals. This was
very marked by the end of the ~ond week
after =ntering the cage, es~iatiy wkn one
of them was fed diwtly by the ~rimenter
or when he himself was attacked or had food
taken away by Nos. 1, 2 or 3. Mile he was
never seen to attack No. I after his operation,
he showed less fear and avoidance u~n being
threatened, bitten, or chased by her, and wca-
sionally attempted to snatch food dirtitly
from her. ~s stimulated inaased retaliatory

)

“I

=S the entire group, animal versus animal,
and so forth. Figure 3 shows in a whematic
way the ~ial interaction following Alfred’s
(No. 5) lobotomy with s~ial reference to
Uty (No. 3). This illustrates the change
=um.n in the group structure.

fMter obotomy Alfred displaced No. 4 and
for a short time was able to attack bfty, No. 3,

without re~hation. Thus, in e~~t, he moved
Up to the number three ~ition. Both Lefty
<No. 3) and Head (No. 2), toward whom
k had ak shown transient aggression and
tith whom he mmpet~ in food getting, soon
~n to retiliat~, attacting him with inaeas-
kg ~uen~ and intensity, pushing him back

aggressive activity against hlm on her part and
again contributed to the downwardly dir=ted
“-ndary” aggression, With the increased
downward push on both Nos. 5 and 6 they
reached a position of relative equality where
attacks by No. 5 on 6 practidly disappeared.
Rghty’s (No. 5) anomalous position might
be accounted for by his low tolerance for con-
fict which was demonstrated in later tesaing .-;

Alfrds changed behavior not only stimu-
lated No. 3 to retrdiation against him but also
resulted in his temporarily showing greater
activity toward and deaeaaed avoidance of
all other cage members. The two bottom
animals showed no response to this emept to

,.
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.~i~~ more fi~ly established in their pi-

L
., ~ ,%Um&r2 dld not retaliate but dis layed
~~ a~~on toward AMred. Num r x,
.,Smm, retahatd actively, with the eEect of
.~br jntensiffing No. 3’s attacks upon Al-
!,~ ~ js designated in Fig. 3 as secondary
~~.on. Atum+ s at this time also showed

zd ap~ =ti~w agafist the oth=
. tbwmemh who became more active down-
s~d in the hierarchy e=pt for the bottom
~ who responded with increased avoidance.
~ss ~ lobommy of a single animal had
~ throughout the social system.
~ u-d eve or food~etting

,

413

ized, approximately 2 months after the re-
constitution of the group. me general pattern
of social interaction following her return to
the community cage is schematized in l:ig. 4.
Her primary res

r
se to operation-incrcascd

motor actitity, oodanatching attempts, and
decreased avoidance behavior-resulted in an
intensification of attacks upon her by the four
hjgher status monkeys. Her djrect ass:]ult upn
Rghty, who was now in a position of relative
~uality, was followed by rare, mild, transient
redation. After the first week, however, he
sh~~ed avoidance behavior, “and was the sub
ject of increasin~y ~uent attacks by the

/

L08~MY

\ LOOOTOM-Y

k+ H h-n - lotiy of W- (No. 6).

*ivity resulted in increased retaliative ac- others. He had already taken over to some
tivity, with con~uent intensification of degree the function of group scapegoat after
&nwwd a~sion, and at the bottom of :‘‘the reversal of his relationship ‘with Alfred.
& scale with incra avojdance. ~js new intensification, which is referred to

Responses ~ &e reintroduction of the out- in Fig. 4 as secondary aggression, since it does
mup anjmab during this period were essen- not represent direct retaliation because of his
~ullyas before. ne major indvidual changes new behavior, seemed to be a con~uence
= that Nfrd, apparently in association both .oFt~e attack upon him by No. 6 and of
w“th his upmrd movement, attacked more the activity stjmubted by her in the others.
rapidly than before, and No. 6 (who bore the In addition to retaliation against her, No.
hnt of even mme intense aggression than 6s increased activity also stimulated a~essive
More) no lon r participated. fie general

Y
behavior by No. x against No. 2. When this

c~=teristics o the group in rektion to the occurred Alfred was seen to join the attack
m!~u~ remained unchand.’ although he would not caw out such behavior
rote;the new social patt~ hd ~~d ‘independently. Following ‘the attack

~ ~ & srn~fi~ N@ 6 ~ lo~tom- 2 by No. x in unison with Alfred,

-m, m5p’z9 ,. ,.

on No.
now ti

i,’ .,:

.,.

,, .,..
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[Wtth plain, both Nos.”2 and 3 began to dis-
&y i- ~ncerted a ression against

L Y.ghty and Wizen, now qua in the 54 si-
rtim ~ese kt two after this displaye no

~~lon toward each other for 3M month%
~d sometimes wotid huddle together in the
f= of at=k During this time Alfred con-
linud to show =asional upward aggraion
ad at the end of 3% months began once more
to dmb in the hiemhy, atkking both NOS.
a and 3. B*k retained her top position
thtou@out the ok~ation pefid. Wimn, on
the other hand, began to exhibit in-seal
avoidance khavior after 3M months, the first

.&
sign heirs mwering and hiding when Rghty

ed by others. This foreshadowed
K ~s resumption of don.nance over her,

!m by the end of 4 months after her lobotomy
she was a@n in the bottom position.

D-ion ,

The presentinvestigation was designed to
observe the effats of lobotomy on an indi-
viduals rehaonshi to his social group :Ind

ithe responses OFot er group members to 3s
~perative behavior.

Aggressive attack was a universal chal,lc-
teristic of the constituent members of Lhe
group. Before lobotomy the difference te
tween animak was in the direction of their
attack, and this appeared to be a function of
Icarned avoidance res~nses. The bhavior of
a high+tatus animal toward lower-status rrni-
mah was characterimd by attack and absence
of avoidance responses. The behavior of low-
status animab was characterized by avoidance
of the person of the higher status animal itself
as well as of situations associated with attack
by a higher status animal. When the low ani-
mal w: attacked it did not retaliate, but re-
-td or attacked in a downward dirmtion,
me lamed avoidanm response was the basis

upon which the social structure of the colony
WS built.

The most evident effect of Iohotomizing
3 =bers of this group was to reduce the
rigidity ~d stibifity of the social structure.
~s apparently ~rred because of the di~

t
atice or ‘marked diminution of learned

/
.-..,*.
,’.

avoidan= responses in the low~tatus animals. ‘
With the disappearance of the avoidance re-
sponse in the Iobotomimd monkeys there a~
pared aggressive behavior, especially directed
at the animal immediately above in the hier-
archy. The upward aggression by low-status
members rmulted in violent rcta~iatory attacks, I
the uitimate effect of wh;ch was to jncrease
the jntensity of downward ;Iggressivc action
throughout the =ial structure, and to de-
crease the anima~s postlobott~my tendency to
upward mobility in the hierarchy. The lobot-
ornized animals soon abandoned direct at-
twks on upper~tatus monkeys, although they
continued to enter situations such as food
snatching which invited attack upon them. I
Inspjte of the jntmsification of the downward
aggression which tended to restore the original
*1 order the structure of the colony was
not ~tituted in its original form. This was
pardy buse of the impajred ability of low-
smtus animals after lobotomy to relearn avoid-
ance’ responses appropriate to their relative
position in the hiermhy, and partly because
of the secondary Aanges in other group mem-
bers which followed this.

On the basii of these data it might be pre-
dicted that the eEect of lobotomy on a human
=ial group, for example a family, would be
to change the avoidance-aggression relation-
ships. The lobotomized persrm should theo-
retically lose the avoidance responses which he
had learned as a way of dealing with the
aggression of his fellows With the disappear-
ance of these avoidance responses he might
then be expected to express previously jn-
hihited a@=sion directly, or in symbolic
terms. The response of the group should then
he in the direction of intensified retaliation.
The differences in reaction between human
and monkey populations would be attributable
to (1) the greater number of possible responses
on the part of the human group, (2) the com-
plexity of reaction introduced by symbolic
behavior, and (3) related culturd factors.
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1. A colony of 6 M-a m&tta monkevs

was observed- for 3 months before prefrontal
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SBODY AND ROSVOLD

~*.
Wm 10~~ ? risd dotinance hier-

~.-~rwas es~blish~ on the basis of learned 10.
, ..~dn~ respn= After lobotomy the sta-

,.:~of the hiera~hy was lost huse of the
,.~ked diminution ~ the lined avoidance
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